Directed molecular transport in an oscillating channel with randomness.
Stability of directed transport and molecular separation in a symmetric channel is analyzed. The original mechanism is based on harmonic spatial oscillations of the channel, under which the system exhibits multiple regimes of a directed transport. The particles may be forced to move with different velocities and directions as the amplitude and/or frequency of the oscillations are adjusted to a proper resonance. The advantage of this mechanism in contrast to the ratchet systems is that the average particle velocity is larger than the velocity of the growing of the width of the particle spatial distribution. We have studied the stability of the directed transport with regard to random impacts to the channel parameters and oscillation frequency. Here we present the results of the simulations which show that the ability of the combined longitudinally and transversally vibrating randomized dynamic channel to perform directed molecular transport remains resilient to quite intensive random channel structure fluctuations (50-60%) and relatively strong random impacts to its oscillations (15-20%).